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Abstract. NAA is very useful for the determination of trace and minor elements in many environmental
applications. While instrumental NAA (INAA) has a number of valid applications in this field, radiochemical
NAA (RNAA) prior to, or post irradiation provides some significant advantages. One of the major focus points
for environmental applications of NAA is to assess the magnitude of various pollutants. This paper discusses
doing this via two methods, namely air monitoring and biological monitoring.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the last three decades, neutron activation analysis (NAA), namely its non-destructive mode
(instrumental neutron activation analysis - INAA), has been found to be extremely useful in
the determination of trace and minor elements in many environmental applications. The
advantageous features of the method have been summarized in Chapter 1 of this publication.

Although it is mostly possible to determine a great number of elements in a variety of
environmental matrices by INAA, some essential or toxic elements can only be determined on
condition that the bulk of matrix activity is eliminated or the respective radionuclides are
isolated by chemical separation. The most convenient way is to perform totally post-
irradiation separation (radiochemical NAA - RNAA), because this mode retains one the most
important advantages of NAA — the virtual absence of the analytical blank. Another possible
way to eliminating matrix or interference activities which is quite powerful for certain
elements consists in selective activation and measurement procedures as discussed in Chapter
3 of this publication.

However, the increasing availability of clean laboratories (Class 10 or 100) and quality of
chemicals, which are the prerequisites for preventing sample contamination prior to
irradiation, makes removal of matrix and/or interfering activity by pre-irradiation separation a
good alternative for determination of selected elements, especially for those forming short-
lived radionuclides. Moreover, this way of separation is becoming increasingly important for
chemical speciation analysis. Methods of NAA aimed at providing information on chemical
species of elements in a system of interest are sometimes termed molecular NAA-MAA.

The importance of employing NAA in environmental applications will be demonstrated using
examples of air pollution monitoring and biological monitoring of environmental pollution.

2. AIR POLLUTION STUDIES

Large amounts of pollutants are yearly discharged into various compartments of the
environment worldwide, although many countries have already establishing measures towards
decreasing pollution of the environment. Many pollutants enter primarily the atmosphere in
the form of inorganic or organic gases and inorganic or organic particulates. The major
sources of atmospheric pollution are generally recognized to be industry, power generation
and home-heating, transport, and waste incineration. The material discharged into the
atmosphere is dispersed in aerosols, tiny liquid or solid particles. The processes involved in
the formation of the atmospheric aerosol are schematically depicted in Fig. 1 [1]. The solid
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FIG.I. Processes involved in the atmospheric aerosol formation and resulting particle size
distribution [1].

component of this aerosol, which has diameters in the range from about 1 nm to "giant"
particles of several hundred jam, is frequently referred to as airborne particles or air
particulate matter (APM). However, most of their mass is in the size range from about 0.1 um
to 10 jam. Depending on the particle size and the atmospheric conditions, APM resides in the
air for various periods of time, typically from a few days to a few weeks, and can be
transported by the winds over distances of thousands of kilometres. Eventually, APM is
removed by precipitation in rainfall or by gravitational fallout. Therefore, there is a continual
transfer of contaminants from the atmosphere into the hydrosphere or into the soil, so that the
air provides a route for the contamination of the rest of the biosphere.

Because of the variability in production and the relatively short lifetime, the concentrations,
size distributions and chemical composition of APM vary widely in time and space. Although
aerosols form only a small part of the total mass of the atmosphere (about 1 part in 10 ), they
play an important role in atmospheric chemistry, have effects on human and animal health and
welfare, and they influence climate [2]. The climatic effect of aerosols is in the direction of
cooling (under most circumstances) and is of a magnitude comparable to that of the
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greenhouse gas warming [3]. However, there is still a large uncertainty associated with the
aerosol forcing estimate which reflects the unsatisfactory knowledge regarding the sources,
distributions, and properties of atmospheric aerosols.

APM larger than 1 um show a high sedimentation velocity and can move independently of the
wind, while APM smaller than 1 urn show a low sedimentation velocity and move with the
wind. It is probable, therefore, that APM smaller than 1 um exert a strong influence on human
health and the environment [4]. The potential negative effects of aerosols on human health
have been recognized many years ago. Recently, renewed interest in the health risks of
aerosols has been generated by the finding of a correlation between the increased mortality
and the concentration of airborne particles in metropolitan areas in the United States [5]. The
US studies, together with similar research in the European Union, Brazil and elsewhere,
consistently link higher levels of APM to increased risks of respiratory-, cardiovascular-, and
cancer-related mortality, as well as pneumonia, lung functions loss, hospital admissions,
asthma, and other respiratory problems. In most studies, the correlations examined were those
between mortality and PM 10 particles (smaller than 10 um equivalent aerodynamic diameter
- EAD), but other studies indicated that the association with increased mortality was even
higher when PM 2.5 particles were examined instead of those with PM 10. This is probably
due to the relationship between the diameter of the APM and its precipitation in the human
lungs. The respiratory air passages begin at the nasal cavity, pass through the trachea, bronchi
and bronchioles, and end at the alveoli. The diameter of these passages and the velocity of air
flow through them also decrease in this order. Larger APM are therefore unable to penetrate
into the narrow branches of passages, but smaller particulates can easily reach the alveoli (Cf.
Fig. 2). Clearly, therefore, it is important to investigate the size distribution of APM in
addition to simple quantitative observations on their total mass. For these purposes, various
sampling techniques of APM exist which has already been reviewed [4, 6]. Details of INAA
methodology and a survey of reference materials available for quality assurance of air
pollution studies have also been described [6].

2.1. Data reporting and treatment

Results for the element concentrations in APM are usually expressed in a mass of an element
per cubic meter of air, i.e. in ng m"3, ug m"3, etc. Therefore, it should be emphasised that at
least the same attention should be given to the appropriateness and quality assurance of
sampling of APM, i.e. calibration and control of the air flow through a collection device,
checking of tightness of the device to avoid possible leakages, etc., as to its analysis, because
otherwise larger uncertainties of results may be expected due to the sampling process than
those of analysis. In addition, the concentration of an element in APM can be calculated as a
mass fraction. However, in this case the exact mass of the material collected must be known.
This means that proper weighing procedures must be followed [6].

A first exploratory step in the interpretation of the element concentrations determined is to
compare the level of pollution in the impact (polluted) and clean (background) regions, and to
evaluate time trends, especially if sampling was performed in regular intervals for a sufficient
period of time. More broadly, this type of the data treatment concerns evaluation of spatial
and seasonal variability of elemental composition of APM.

A useful way of the data evaluation is the use of enrichment factor (EF) calculations. An EF is
defined as the double ratio of the concentration of the element of interest, cx, in APM to that
of a reference element, Cr, in APM divided by the ratio of the same elements in a reference
material (e.g. the earth crust, soil, sea water, etc.) according to the relation:
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In general, for EF calculations in APM, aluminium or scandium is taken is taken as the
reference element both in APM and the reference material for which the earth crust is most
frequently employed. Evaluating of EF presumes that the atmosphere is always loaded with
APM originating both from the natural (soil erosion, sea aerosol) and anthropogenic (man-
made) sources. An EF value close to one is indicative that the main source is of the crustal
and/or marine origin, while values of EF exceeding ten (sometimes these values can reach
several thousands) are indicative of significant anthropogenic contribution.

In order to develop rational and effective strategies for improving air quality, it is necessary to
have an understanding of the relationship between the pollutant sources and their impact at
receptor sites. Qualitative information of this kind can be inferred from the increased
occurrence of specific elements which serve as markers for particular source emissions.
Examples of marker elements are given in Table 1 [6].
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Table 1. Characterization of emission sources according to marker elements [6]

Source Elements
Coal-fired plants As, Se, S
Oil-fired plants V, Ni, rare earths
Motor vehicles Br, Pb
Refuse incineration Ag, Zn, Sb, Cd, Sn, Pb
Limestone/concrete Ca, Mg
Soil Al, Fe, Mn, Sc, Si, Ti
Wood burning C (elemental and volatile), K
Refineries Rare earths
Sulphide smelters In, Cd, As, Se, S

More sophisticated approaches involve source or dispersion models which predict the
concentration of pollutants at a receptor site using diffusion models with emission inventories
and meteorological data. The predicted element concentrations can then be compared with the
measured ones.

There is a number of mutlivariate statistical techniques which can be used for these purposes.
Receptor modelling infer source contributions at receptor sites using statistical models with
the data measured at the receptor site. Principal component analysis (PCA) is frequently
employed for identifying pollutant sources. PCA attempts to explain the variance of a large
set of intercorrelated variables (measured element concentrations in APM) with a smaller set
of independent variables (the principal components). PCA is one of method of qualitative and
quantitative techniques for data analysis which are collectively termed factor analysis. An
introduction to data analysis of airborne particle composition has recently been published
within the framework of one the IAEA Research Co-ordinated Programmes in this field [7]
and there are numerous literature sources on this topic, as well, for instance [8,9]. Moreover
new techniques are being developed, such as APCA, "Source profiles by unique ratios
technique" (SPUR), "Positive matrix factorization" (PFA) [10, 11]. Chemical mass balance
(CMB) methods are designed to apportion the APM mass of each sample quantitatively
amongst a number of contributing sources. This is possible if each source is characterized by
a specific chemical pattern (source profile) and as many variables are available as sources.

3. BIOLOGICAL MONITORING OF ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION

Biomonitoring, i.e. the use of biological indicators to detect changes in the physical and
chemical properties of the abiotic environment, represents an interesting alternative to direct
measurements of the physical and chemical properties of the environment. Biological
indicators are those tissues, organisms or populations of which their occurrence, vitality and
responses change under the impact of environmental conditions [12]. Biomonitoring takes one
of two approaches: i) direct monitoring which is based on measuring the quantity of pollutants
in suitable organisms rather than in samples from the environment; ii) indirect monitoring
which is based on interpreting of biological signals due to changes of the environment such as
the study of morphological, physiological and cytological responses of organisms, changes of
abundances of certain species, etc. Only the former approach will be treated in this work.

Although data provided by physical and chemical monitoring are indispensable for evaluating
the changes of the environment, application of an (ideal) biomonitor can show several
advantages compared to the use of direct monitoring techniques:
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— the concentration of pollutants in the monitor tissue or organism are often higher than in
the system to be monitored. This may facilitate accurate sampling and analysis, which
are very difficult at the low levels occurring in many compartments of the environment;

— sampling of the tissue or organism used as a biological monitor is in general easier than
most direct sampling procedures and no long term use of expensive sampling equipment
is required;

— the intricated equilibria existing in many parts of the environment can easily be
distorted by sampling itself, which may lead to erroneous results. When using biological
monitors, this distortion is minimized;

— most tissues and organisms reflect external conditions averaged over a certain time,
depending on e.g. the biological half-life of a specific substance in that organism. This
is important when monitoring levels may change rapidly in time;

— concentrations of pollutants in organisms may give insight into the bio-availability of
that pollutant. This information may be as relevant as the absolute concentration in a
certain part of the environment;

— biological monitors are already present in the environment and monitoring
continuously.

In direct biomonitoring of atmospheric element pollution, the relevant information is deduced
from concentrations of elements in the monitor tissues. They have to meet specific
requirements which are as follows:

— abundant occurrence in the area of interest, independent of local conditions;
— available for sampling in all seasons;
— tolerant to pollutants at relevant levels;
— response to quantity to be monitored known and understood;
— element uptake independent of local conditions other than the levels of elements to be

monitored;
— element uptake not influenced by regulating biological mechanism or synergistic

effects;
— averaging over suitable time period;
— absence of appreciable element uptake from sources other than atmospheric;
— low background concentrations;
— easy sampling and sampling preparation;
— element accumulation to concentration levels accessible by routine analytical

techniques.

Many human, animal and plant species can be used for air pollution monitoring, because they
can meet most of the above requirements. Human and animal species and/or tissues usually
reflect complex changes of the environment, i.e. air, water, soil pollution, and element intake
from their diet, so that their use for studying only air pollution may be rather difficult to
interpret. Nevertheless, some of them proved to be very useful, such as analysis of human
and/or animal hair and other ectoderm derivatives, for instance nails. Certain plant species
appear to be especially suitable to indicate elemental air pollution and therefore advantages
and pitfalls of their possible use as biomonitors for air pollution studies will also be briefly
discussed.

3.1. Hair

The feasibility of human hair as a material easily accessible for non-invasive sampling in
individuals or population groups, to demonstrate criminal, occupational or environmental
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exposure to toxic elements has received a great deal of attention in the literature. Besides
many papers scattered in various journals, two monographs and two review articles have been
published [13-17]. Hair analysis is also facilitated by the availability of the generally
recognized washing procedure which has been suggested in one of the IAEA Research Co-
ordinated Programmes in the mid- seventies [18]. It this is very important to use a
standardized hair cleaning, because there is no single washing procedure which would
completely remove the external contamination without influencing the endogenous element
contents. While a generally accepted washing procedure exists for hair (for monitoring of
environmental pollution) and thus comparable data on elemental hair composition are
available from many countries, no such standardized washing is widely used for nail cleaning
which can also be used for biological monitoring as another ectoderm derivative.

Numerous examples of application of hair analysis for studying environmental pollution can
be found in the above (and other) literature sources. Therefore, the usefulness of hair analysis
for these purposes will only be shown in one example which demonstrates a correlation
between arsenic content in hair of children living in various distances from a pollution source
and the expected degree of arsenic contamination of the air (Cf. Fig. 3 [19]). Noteworthy, a
similar correlation was obtained when urinary arsenic levels of children were determined (Cf.
Fig. 4 [19]). This demonstrates that urine is also a very suitable indicator to assess
environmental exposure, however, the arsenic (and many other elements) determination in
urine is much difficult compared to hair, because RNAA is required for this purpose to
eliminate high matrix activity.

Similarly to human hair, the hair of some rodents, such as the Common Hare (Lepus
europaeus) and the Common Vole {Microtus arvalis) proved to be a very useful indicator of
environmental pollution. This can be supported by the finding that similar heamatological
changes were found in hares as in children living in regions burdened with industrial
emissions [20].

3.2. Other biomonitors

Recently, a review has been published by the present author [21] on using herbaceous plants,
trees, bryophytes, and lichens for biomonitoring of air pollution. Of the various herbaceous
plants, a positive correlation has been found between the chemical composition of the leaves
of Taraxanum officiate and the local impact of air pollution for a number of elements. Other
plants have been recognized especially suitable to indicate loading with selected elements.

There are two broad-leaved trees which seem to have found the widest application as
indicators of air pollution, mostly because of their resistance to pollutants and wide
distribution in Europe and almost throughout the world: Populus nigra ssp. italica (Italian
poplar) and Robinia pseudoacacia (the black locust tree). Coniferous trees are more sensitive
indicators of air pollution than the deciduous trees, because they are exposed to air pollution
over a longer period of time than leaves due to a longer life span of needles (3-4 years). Thus,
most of the coniferous trees can respond to low pollutant concentrations. Taxus baccata,
Picea abies, Pinus silvestris and Pseudotsuga menziesii are most frequently used indicators of
elemental air pollution. Similarly as with leaves, the chemical composition of needles of
coniferous trees is influenced by two factors: i) by their nutritional status, i.e. by uptake of
nutrients and/or pollutants by roots from soil; ii) by retention of air pollutants on the needle
surface. In the case of spruce needles, aerosol retention is facilitated by the very rugged
structure of epicuticular wax. Tree bark is also exposed to long-term air pollution and it
accumulates certain elements and sulphur dioxide.
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Bryophytes are especially suitable for biological monitoring of air pollution due to several
specific features. They are evergreen and (with a few exceptions) perennial plants, so that
they can be utilized throughout the year. Most bryophytes species do not posses a cuticle and,
therefore, can take up water over the entire plant surface. As a consequence, they obtain their
nutrients directly from atmospheric deposition, i.e. dustfall and precipitation. Especially
useful are some moss species that have a layered habit and produce distinct annual segments.
The most frequently used moss species are Hylocomium splendens and Pleurozium schreberi
which have the ability to accumulate many metals in extremely high concentrations. The
usefulness of the use of the feather moss Hylocomium splendens to study the geographical
deposition and time-trend pattern was demonstrated by Steinnes (Cf. Fig. 5) [22].

Lichens are specialized organisms in which a fungus and an alga form a nutritional and
physiological unit. The autotrophic alga supplies nutrients for both itself and the heterotrophic
fungus. Lichens react to the pollutant emissions. Their high sensitivity to various air
pollutants:

— in comparison with higher plants — can be ascribed to both morphological and
physiological differences which namely include:

— in the absence of a cuticle, pollutants find an easier way into the thallus;
— corticolous lichens absorb both water and nutrients directly from the air;
— lichens accumulate various materials without selection;
— the material once absorbed will accumulate since there is no excretion.

About seventy lichen species have been reported as suitable indicators of elemental pollution.
Of these, Hypogymnia physodes (L.) Nyl. and Parmelia sulcata are the most frequently used
species for biomonitoring in Europe. The former species is widespread in Northern Europe
and in mountain regions. It has many advantages which are important for application as a
biomonitoring organism, compared to other lichen species [21]. A certain problem of utilizing
lichens (and also tree bark) for monitoring air pollution may be due to stem flow which may
bring to these indicators additional nutrients and/or pollutants not necessarily associated with
air pollution.

The use of biological indicators for air pollution monitoring was introduced about 30 years
ago. Since then, a variety of organisms has been proposed for biomonitoring purposes.
Importance of particular biomonitors can be inferred from frequency of their use in various
national and international programmes. For instance, the following biomonitors of air
pollution are being collected for the German Environmental Specimen Bank: grass, poplar
and beech leaves, spruce and pine shoots [23]. Grasses and other herbaceous plants may be
useful indicators, especially if they are grown on standard soil in exposure containers (pots)
[24]. Mosses have been very popular in both local and long-term, large-scale studies in
Nordic countries since seventies [22, 26] and using these bioindicators have also been
included in the LRTAP programme [27]. In the Netherlands, national trace-element air
pollution monitoring survey using epiphytic lichens has been started in 1982 [28-30] and
continues on international scale until now. The element gradients obtained from the lichen
data set (1982-1983) agreed with the calculated atmospheric element gradients (1983) as is
illustrated for arsenic in Fig. 6 [31]. Lichen analysis followed by a specific multivariate
statistical procedure known as "Target Transformation Factor Analysis" has successfully been
employed in the Dutch studies for apportionment of emission sources inside and outside the
country [28-30]. To obtain the relevant information of this kind, multi-element analysis is
required. For this purpose, nuclear analytical methods, namely instrumental neutron activation
analysis, proved to be very effective tools.
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The geographical concentration patterns contain five element concentration classes. Elemental
concentration Class 1 (unshaded) ranges from the minimum concentrations determined to Class 2
(shaded with plus signs). Consequently, Class 5 (darkest shading) ranges up to the maximum
concentrations determined. Classes 1-5 for 1982-1983 (values for 1986-1987 in brackets): 1.7 (0.5),
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FIGs 6. C, D. Calculated 1983 atmospheric concentrations (ng/m3) for arsenic (C) and calculated
1983 total (wet and dry) deposition of arsenic (nmol/ha/y) (D) [31].
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Table 2. Detection limits of 45 elements in selected environmental matrices by INAA*

Element

As
Al
As
Au
Ba
Br
Ca
Cd
Ce
Cl
Co
Cr
Cs
Cu
Dy
Eu
Fe
Ga
Hf
H g
I

In
K
La
Lu
Mn
Mo
Na
Ni
Nd
Rb
Sb
Sc
Se
Sm
Sr
Ta
Tb
Ti
Th
U
Yb
V
W
Zn

Coal

mg/kg
0.5
20

0.05
0.001

20
0.05
100
0.5
0.15
50

0.015
0.5
0.05

1
0.05

0.015
30
0.5

0.05
0.05

2
0.02
20

0.03
1
2

0.1
2
10
2
5

0.03
0.005

1
0.01
30

0.05
0.05
300
0.03
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.2
2

Coal flv ash

mg/kg
1.5
35

0.25
0.01
100
0.3
500
4
1.5
300
0.1
3.5
0.1
5

0.05
0.04
150
3

0.15
1

15
0.05
100
0.07
2.5
5

2.5
4

40
4
10
0.1

0.010
4

0.02
100
0.2
0.3
500
0.1
0.5
0.3
1

0.5
10

Atmosnheric
particulate

matter, ng m"3

0.04
5

0.015
0.005

3
0.1
30
0.1

0.15
15

0.03
1

0.03
1

0.01
0.005

10
0.2

0.01
0.02
0.4

0.03
10

0.05
0.25
0.5

0.35
10
2.5
0.2
0.5

0.015
0.003
0.1

0.005
2

0.01
0.02

6
0.015
0.03
0.05
0.05
0.03

1

Soil.
sediment

mg/kg
0.7
30

0.45
0.01
50
0.4
500
5
1

400
0.05
1.5
0.1
15

0.05
0.03
75
10
0.1
1

20
0.05
300
0.15

1
8

2.5
10
60
5

7.5
0.075
0.005

3
0.03
50

0.07
0.1
400
0.05
0.5
0.3
1.5
1
5

Soruce
needles
mg/kg
0.05
15

0.05
0.001

3
0.04
300
0.3
0.2
50

0.01
0.2

0.015
0.4

0.03
0.005

10
0.08
0.015
0.05

1
0.02
20

0.01
0.05

1
0.3
0.3
10
1

0.5
0.01

0.001
0.15

0.005
5

0.01
0.05
150

0.015
0.01
0.03
0.05
0.05
0.5

*Experimental conditions: Short- and long-time irradiation of 100-200 nig samples (except for APM which mass
amounts to 0.5- 1 mg) in a neutron fluence rate of 5.1013 cm'2 s*1 for 1 min. and 10 h, respectively, followed by
gamma-ray spectrometric measurements using a HPGe detector (rel. efficiency. 21%). For decay and counting
times, and counting geometry see [34].

On the other hand, for all biomonitors employed, the mechanism of pollutants uptake and
retention is usually not sufficiently known due to intricated element and water fluxes in an
ecosystem. Consequently, the quantitative relationships between the pollutant's concentration
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in the monitor's tissue and its concentration in a relevant compartment of the atmosphere are
mostly not predictable. Therefore, without extensive calibration under all relevant conditions,
the use of even of one of the most suitable biomonitor will frequently yield only qualitative
information on atmospheric levels as a function of time or place [32].

There are many more biomonitors and other matrices suitable for the assessment of the
environmental pollution. For instance, from nation-wide surveys of natural surface soils in
Norway it has become evident that the long range atmospheric transport of heavy metals
apparent in the moss survey is also reflected in the chemical composition of surface soil [22].
A similar relationship as for the level of pollution of the atmosphere and that of surface soil is
usually found between surface waters and sediments and/or water suspended matter.
Stratigraphic distribution of elements and other biomarkers in undisturbed lake sediments
may even be used to trace the history of atmospheric and water pollution several hundred
years back [33]. While for water analysis other analytical techniques are predominantly used,
such as AAS, electrochemical methods, ICP-MS (because water is almost an ideal matrix for
these techniques), for soil and sediment analysis INAA offers many advantages as it follows
from detection limits for 45 elements in selected environmental matrices shown in Table 2.
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